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oconut palms in Latin not have sufficient income to agroforestry tree crop in selected
America are threatened by finance the necessary replanting locations, a socially desirable
lethal
diseases,
palm and must rely on aid projects decorative plant in coastal and
weevils, red ring nematodes, after hurricanes (most recently, ecotourist situations and a
phytomonas flagellates, eriophid Mitch in 1998). Even specialised producer of high quality products
fruit mites and numerous other services such as seed gardens for speciality markets in north
pests and diseases. The farmers producing or propagating disease and South America. Fortunately,
in Latin America, like their
counterparts in Asia and the
Pacific, have low-producing and
over-aged coconut palms and
their major product, copra, faces
serious competition from other
oil crops - such as oil palm and
sunflower from within the
countries of the region - or
soybean and canola (rapeseed)
from outside the region. In Latin
America
the
national
oil
processors and soap makers find
it is more economical to use
these as their raw materials than
it is to try to continue to support
traditional copra makers in their
own countries. As a result, the
national governments in Latin
America give coconut no priority
and there is no regional
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Auckland, N ew Zealand)
and Pacific Coconut Community
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dedicated to coconut to help meet cash flow problems due to the Latin American growers of
the regional problems. Bilateral long period between making coconuts, and users of coconut
and international agencies take cross pollinations, harvesting the products, are not fettered by
their lead from the national seednuts,
propagating
the thousands of years of traditional
governments and, apart from seedlings in polybag nurseries coconut culture. So they are more
emergency programmes after and receiving payment for likely to accept innovative
hurricanes,
agricultural services rendered. Yet, despite all solutions to meet the increasingly
organisations such as the Inter- these constraints, it is possible to sophisticated market demands
American
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enhanced
plants
becomes
possible, farmers and processors
in Latin America will be in a
good position and well able to
take full advantage of the new
developments.

hearted and has tended to look to
replanting affected areas. A
bolder initiative, when lethal
yellowing disease first strikes,
would be to harvest and sell all
ripe nuts regularly every month,
harvest all immature nuts as soon
as they reach the right stage to be

remove insect breeding sites).
These actions would generate
cash for the farmer. That cash
should not necessarily be used to
replant more coconuts. In the
past, coconuts have been planted
in unsuitable areas and an
outbreak of lethal yellowing
disease is a good time to
reassess the best land use
of
former
coconut
plantations.

Lethal yellowing disease is
present in Belize and on
the Caribbean coasts of
Mexico, Guatemala and
Honduras. The damage it
does is locally severe
because the common
Other coconut palm
coconut variety on the
diseases can be equally
Caribbean and Atlantic
serious to individual
coasts of America is
farmers in Latin America
totally
susceptible.
but they do not have the
Individual
palms
die
massive visual effect of
within three to six months
lethal yellowing. Red
of showing symptoms and
ring
symptoms
are
entire plantations can be
similar but are localised
eradicated within four
and epidemics do not
years of the first outbreak.
develop. The same can
The speed of disease
be said for hartrot caused
spread fluctuates and
by
the
phytomonas
jump spread between
flagellate. Both these are
remote
locations
is
presently restricted to
possible because
the
Latin America but the
planthopper vector can be
eriophid fruit mite, first
carried
with
other
identified as a pest on the
planting
material,
Pacific coast of Mexico
particularly
turf
and
in the mid 70s is
pasture grasses. A country
currently active in south
Many coconut palms of the Atlantic Tall variety are
like Brazil will remain
Asia, having already
becoming overaged and under productive. (Photo
free only as long as
affected Africa. The
Credit: Daniel Zizumbo, CICY)
quarantine regulations are
palm weevil has its
sold for drinking (fresh or
strictly adhered to and can only
Asian counterpart but the species
processed) and cut down all
in Latin America serves as a
hope to reduce the impact of any
palms
in
the
immediate
future outbreak by planting
vector for the red ring nematode.
neighbourhood of the first
resistant varieties and hybrids
The Asian-Pacific rhinoceros
infected palm. That latter step
beetle is not present in Latin
(and both these precautions are
has been tried before, as a means
America but its local counterpart,
actively adopted in Brazil
to control spread and has been
Strategus, can be troublesome on
already).
Fortunately,
the
generally unsuccessful. This
newly planted seedlings. Very
common variety on the Pacific
recommendation goes further, to
fortunately fruit damaging pests
coast of America has a practical
suggest that the palm heart
such as Pseudotheraptus and
level of resistance and serves as a
(millionaires salad) should be
Amblypelta are not present in
pollen parent on the more highly
removed from each felled palms,
Latin America, and nor are the
resistant dwarf for production of
for fresh sales or for processing,
cadang-cadang viroid or the
the Mayapan type of FI hybrid.
and the palm trunks should be
coconut foliar decay virus.
Unfortunately, official reaction to
converted for sale as timber (and
disease outbreaks has always
the unused parts composted to
been slow, delayed or half
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Although there are some
documentary records of palms
that might have been coconuts
present on the Pacific coast of
America at the time the Spanish
arrived in the 16,h century there
was a total lack of any human
involvement
such
as
the
European explorers had found in
south East Asia countries or on
Pacific islands. If the coconut
had arrived by floating it had not
spread along the coast and if it
had been carried by seafarers,
they had not established any
settled communities. So for three
hundred years, until the late 19th
century, coconuts were planted
around harbours and used mainly
to supply sailing ships with fresh
drinking water. A particular
exception did occur in “New
Spain” (Mexico) because, at the
same time that coconuts were
introduced from Manila in the
Philippines to the Pacific coast of
Latin America, so too was the
knowledge of the method of
tapping the palm for sap and
fermenting the toddy into arrack.
So successful did this become
that it was almost prevented by
the early Spanish governors
because it competed with wine,
from grapes, imported from
Spain. In the end it was rum,
from sugar cane, and tequila
from the indigenous agave that
became the popular alcoholic
drinks but there is a message here
for modern coconut growers to
follow - find a competitive use
for coconut palm products

Philippines for coconut oil, to
Cuba for sugar and to Latin
America for bananas. Only at the
time of the Second World War,
when it was impossible to ship
coconuts or coconut oil across
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans
did coconut planting expand in
Mexico and, to a lesser extent, in
all
other Latin
American
countries down to Brazil. As a
result, Mexico became the largest
producer in the region and sixth
in world production (recently
being challenged by Brazil). The
coconut production of other Latin
American
countries
is
insignificant on a world scale,
and tends to be in the less
The Latin American coconut industrialised rural communities,
industry did not receive much of hence the lack of national
a boost at the beginning of the government interest and the lack
from
bilateral
20th century, perhaps because of interest
agencies.
European colonial countries and
North American traders looked to
the Far East for coconut trade But whereas, the coconut farmers
and plantation development. For on Mindanao or in Kerala have
example, the US went to the centred their activities on
coconut as their major crop, the
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farmers in Latin America are not
“coconut farmers” but only
farmers who may grow some
coconuts. It is true that they have
extensive
areas
in
some
favourable locations and that the
copra making became important
sources of employment and trade
in those districts. But, compared
to Asia, there are less social and
political inter-actions and less
traditional
or
social
involvements. Therefore, those
Latin American farmers who do
choose to grow coconuts should
do so with eyes open to the
possibilities of marketing high
quality products, not just low
quality copra. And though this
must also apply to the Mindanao
and Kerala farmers, their
products will be aimed at
multilingual Chinese, Indian,
Middle Eastern and European
markets. The Latin American
influence is already strong in the
USA and the Latin American
market spreads across the two
continents of North and South
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America. Road, rail and coastal
sea trade already favour Latin
American producers, as does the
balance between just three
languages, Portuguese, Spanish
and English.
Individually, coconut farmers
will still face all the hazards
associated with this crop.
Hurricanes, pests, diseases and
economic problems will always
be present. Serious competition
will come from mechanically
harvested, genetically modified
oil crops that can grow in
temperate countries. So there will
be no development of a coconut
plantation industry in Latin
America. Many existing areas
will go out of production,
especially those geared to the
uneconomic products of the past.
But
in specific
locations,
particularly on the sea coast
where tourists
expect the
“tropical paradise" associated
with coconut palms, they will be

From page 14
The extent of market reach of
these
brands
may
mean
overcrowding of the coco oil
refining sector and saturation of
cooking oil market.

replanted. And adjacent to
communities where fresh coconut
water and fresh heart of palm
should find ready markets,
specialist producers should be
able to include coconut as a
keystone crop of their farming
enterprise. As one example, in
areas that come under attack
from lethal yellowing disease, the
recommendations given above
for harvesting drinking nuts,
extracting palm heart and
converting stems to timber, can
be taken a step further. Where, in
coastal
areas
particularly,
coconut palms are replanted after
the disease has eliminated the old
susceptible variety, a very high
density planting of disease
resistant dwarf or hybrid varieties
might be adopted. This will give
better use of fertilizer and make
weed
management
more
effective. But the important point
is that from age three years
onwards, as the palms begin to
compete for space, they are

regularly thinned out. The palms
that are removed are sold to heart
of palm processors. This thinning
is absolutely essential but, done
correctly, the proper thinning of a
high density planting will not
delay flowering. From four to
five years the palms are
harvested for fresh drinking nut
sales and this continues as long
as the palms can be readily
harvested. And once the palms
are too high for easy manual
harvesting, methods to encourage
natural fall of ripe fruit and
labour saving methods of ball
copra production should be
adopted to produce high quality
coconut oil. Most importantly,
this suggestion should only be
tried where good markets, local
or export, already exist.
Mr. Hugh Harries is A Tropical
Tree Crops Agronomist
Of
Centro
de
Investigacion
Cientifica de Yucatan (CYCY),
Merida. Yucatan. Mexico.

share.
They can offer rock
bottom prices to weed out
competition.

Plunging into VLPP should
be done with extreme caution.
The nice words of activist-farmer
leaders and the promise of
paradise
by
inventors
of
machinery should be matched
against the stark realities of the
business world.

It does not
necessarily
follow that a VLPP can produce
a product cheaper than a big
manufacturing company located
One has to understand how a in an urban center. The only
big oil miller/refiner can sell advantage the former has is its
cooking oil in the remote areas at nearness to copra supply. But the
prices lower than production latter has the economy of scale.
cost. It is probable that copra It has access to modern
might have been procured technology that substantially cuts
months ago at very low prices. It down production cost.
is also probable that marketing of
a particular brand is partly F. C onclusion
subsidized by income from other
The operation of a VLPP is
products in a multi-product
not a guarantee of increased
company.
income for coconut fanners. It
There are companies that may actually bring more woes
give
premium
to
market than benefits - more headaches
leadership.
They will do than happiness.
everything to retain their market
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The help of politicians who
dangle funds (from thejr pork
barrel) as farmers equity does not
equate into viability of the VLPP
venture.
There are standard
business hurdles that must be
met.
As a caveat, everybody
should think, many, many times
before going into VLPP.
________________________
Norberto M. Boceta is the
Former Executive Director o f
Asian And Pacific Coconut
Community.
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